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The grant creating the Met-
ropolitan Transportation

Support Initiative (METSI)
was approved in September.
The new think tank immedi-
ately began work on research,
technical assistance, and
training initiatives that will
serve to ameliorate the
region’s burgeoning transpor-
tation problems.

“This initiative, unique in
the U.S. today, will bring
together the heads of the
state’s and region’s transporta-
tion and planning agencies to
develop concerted approaches
to transportation problems,”
said Joe DiJohn, Director of
METSI. “Many issues cur-
rently tackled independently
are interrelated and can
benefit from experts and
agencies joining efforts.”

As part of Gov. George
Ryan’s Illinois FIRST pro-
gram, METSI is funded for $1
million for two years. During
the first quarter, METSI
expanded the UTC’s Advisory
Board to reflect the statewide
scope of the grant. Various
start-up activities such as
purchasing computers and
other equipment and hiring
graduate research assistants
were carried out along with
the Advisory Board expansion.

Research Programs
Already, METSI is working

with the Artificial Intelligence
Laboratory in UIC’s Depart-
ment of Engineering and
IDOT on a project to predict

Professors Present
Research Across the

Country
page 5

short-term travel times on the
expressway  using neural
networks. The project is
designed to streamline IDOT’s
Internet congestion map to
more accurately and quickly
reflect changes in traffic
conditions.

In a regional effort with
freight railroads, the Chicago
Area Transportation Study
(CATS), and other organiza-
tions, METSI staff is conduct-
ing research to reduce rail
congestion and improve the
flow of freight in and through
the region (See story, page 3).
The role is to identify, evalu-
ate, and recommend infra-
structure and operating
improvements as well as
measure the public benefits
from such improvements.

 Freight research is also
being conducted in partnership
with Northwestern University

to identify bottlenecks and
recommend infrastructure
investments to improve the
flow of the rubber tire transfer
of rail freight containers in the
Chicago region. This
intermodal freight study will
develop a model to evaluate
infrastructure investments.

Other research projects
include:

♦Creating a region-wide
map of all traffic signals in a
GIS format for use by CATS,
RTA, IDOT, and CDOT.

♦Working with agencies in
the state and region to assist in
development of a regional
plan, strategy and goals to
address welfare-to-work issues
in the Chicago area.

♦In participation with
RTA’s RTAP program, METSI
is working to identify transit

METSI is already working on research and technical
assistance with the region’s transit agencies.
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Wim Wiewel , Dean CUPPA
The Urban Transportation Center is
structured as a research unit within
UIC’s College of Urban Planning and
Public Affairs (CUPPA).

The Urban Transpor
tation Center enters

the new millennium with
enthusiasm and energy.
We have grown substan-
tially in the last year and
anticipate continued
growth in the future.
This growth allows the
Center to pursue new
research frontiers while
providing our students,
staff and faculty with
new challenges and
opportunities.

We are proud of our accomplishments
but feel that our work has only begun. We
thank organizations such as the National
Science Foundation, U.S. DOT, Illinois
DOT, Regional Transportation Authority,
Chicago Area Transportation Study,
PACE, Illinois State Toll Highway
Authority, Illinois Department of Human
Resources and the University for entrust-
ing their research resources with the
Center to address many of the complex
problems of our times.

We are also indebted to our other
sponsors such as the Cherry Foundation

Siim Sööt
UTC Director

and the Oak Brook Bank who
through their generosity have
facilitated the expansion of the
Center.

With the rapid growth in our
national economy the general
public is keenly aware of the role
of transportation in our daily lives.
With increasing mobility and
travel, traffic safety has become a
major concern to the public and a
focus of UTC research. Through
ITS, UTC is exploring ways to
improve the safety record of our

roads.
UTC is also engaged in other important

research such as adaptive signal controls,
bus dispatch, travel behavior, freight
movement, firm relocation, access to
opportunity, computerized scheduling and
dispatching systems, and air quality. We
strive to add to the knowledge base
necessary to improve the quality of urban
life. We welcome your interaction with
the Center in this important mission.

Sincerely,
Siim Sööt
UTC Director

Recent growth allows UTC to
engage new research frontiers
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METSI UPDATE

From Front PageMETSI’s Agenda

If you are interested in being added
to the METSI mailing list, please
contact Joe DiJohn at 312.996.1458.

Chicago has always been
the hub of the nation’s

freight transportation system.
In the 1850s, Chicago became
the rail hub of the nation, the
“Gateway to the West,” and a
commercial hub because all
freight and passengers going
across the country had to
connect through Chicago.

In fact, Chicago’s first
transit system was a horse car

connecting railroad passen-
gers between the downtown
terminals.

Now a century and a half
later, the Chicago region is
still the nation’s freight hub.
Fully one-third of the nation’s
freight passes through
Chicago. As in earlier times,
much of it must be trans-
ferred here.

The booming economy has

increased the amount of
freight and forecasts predict
that freight will increase even
more due to global trade.

The result has been in-
creased congestion and delay in
the Chicago region. A con-
tainer can be transported from
the West Coast in 40 hours only
to spend 48 hours in terminal
delay getting through Chicago.

The congestion has real
negative impacts on the region.
Delays cost shippers and
consumers money. Since much
of our local economy is
dependent on transportation,
this region could lose jobs,
income and economic activity if
freight is diverted to other
terminals.

Freight delays also impact
our commute times. Delayed
freight trains and congested
yards increase the delay at
highway grade crossings,
hindering the daily commute.

These delayed trains also
interfere with Metra’s excellent
on-time performance record.

According to a recent CATS
study, the transfer of rail
containers from one intermodal
yard to another puts an addi-
tional 14,000 trucks on our
system of streets and highways
every day.

The Center is involved in
two separate projects that are
attempting to relieve freight
congestion.

First, the Center will work
with a Committee of the
Association of American
Railroads (AAR) to identify
public benefits from railroad
infrastructure investments.

Secondly, the Center is
working jointly with North-
western University to identify
bottlenecks in the movement of
intermodal freight on the
region’s roadway system. Staff
is also working with Business
Leaders for Transportation in
addressing these freight issues.

The efforts of all involved
will result in a blueprint for
investment to keep Chicago as
the freight hub of the nation.

Research projects aimed at alleviating
Chicago’s freight congestion problems

METSI’s freight congestion research will identify the
public benefits from railroad infrastructure investments.

opportunities along Kane County’s
developing growth corridors.

♦Working with the Business
Leaders in Transportation (BLT) on an
economic importance of transportation
project to determine the relationship of
transportation and the region’s
economy.

Technical Assistance
In collaboration with a number of

agencies and municipalities, METSI is
providing technical assistance in
various areas.

“The purpose of the technical
assistance program is to provide the state
and region’s transportation and planning
agencies with expertise in certain areas
of transportation planning, Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS), statistics,
modeling and land use planning,” said
DiJohn. “It is meant to provide advice
quickly without cost or bureaucratic
procedures,” he added.

For two regional agencies, the staff is
assisting in implementation of a comput-
erized scheduling and dispatch system
for transit operations. One assistance

program includes preparing an evalua-
tion of various systems and development
of agency needs, including monitoring
and advising during vendor installation.

METSI is also engaged in developing
a transportation question to be included
in UIC’s Survey Research Laboratory
annual poll in the survey that addresses
current issues with Illinois residents.
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WORKSHOPS AND SPECIAL EVENTS

Seventy-five civic leaders
and transportation professionals

attended  UTC’s December work-
shop focused on the future of Bus
Rapid Transit (BRT) as an economi-
cally efficient alternative to rail
systems.

“The general reaction by
municipalities and regions is to do
light rail without looking at alterna-
tives [such as BRT],” said Joseph
DiJohn, director of METSI. “The
panelists proved that Bus Rapid
Transit works.”

Jointly sponsored by the UTC,
the National Transit Institute (NTI),
and the American Public Transit
Association (APTA), the workshop
invited six panelists from across the
country and Canada to speak to the group
on the pros and cons of BRT.

Lisa Gardner from the Lane Transit
District in Eugene, Ore., outlined Eugene’s
BRT success story as a result of collaborative
support from local elected officials, commu-
nity organizations, and citizens.

Winning over citizens to the advantages
of BRT instead of rail seems to be the crux
of the problem. Tom Matoff of LTK
Engineering Services in California echoed
these concerns, insisting that BRT must be
reliable and frequent to convince commut-
ers of its merit.

BRT success outlined at December conference

‘Reinventing T‘Reinventing T‘Reinventing T‘Reinventing T‘Reinventing Transit’ransit’ransit’ransit’ransit’ in April in April in April in April in April

For more information on ‘Reinventing Transit,’ contact
Joe DiJohn at 312.996.1458 or joedi@uic.edu

Panelist Cheri Heramb, CDOT’s Senior
Director of Program and Planning, dis-
cussed Chicago’s $43 million lakefront
busway project that is centered around
providing service to and from McCormick
place to downtown hotels in an effort to
provide easier access to the convention
center.

The project would use right-of-ways
along existing Metra tracks to expedite the
travel time and decrease interaction with
Lake Shore Drive traffic.

The workshop provided a tour of this
corridor to attendees along with a tour of the
Northwest Corridor in the area of O’Hare
International Airport and  Schaumburg-
Woodfield-Hoffman Estates where a regional
study is being conducted to determine the
best mode of transit along the corridor.

Arlington Heights Mayor Arlene Mulder,
whose municipality sits along the O’Hare/
Schaumburg corridor, told the gathering that
traffic congestion is a major concern among
suburban dwellers and challenged them to
develop transit systems that will solve
suburban transportation problems.

In joint sponsorship with
NTI, the UTC will be hosting
a two-day workshop on April
10-11 titled “Reinventing
Transit: Planning Informa-
tion-Based Transit Services.”

With ITS and information
technologies improving at a
rapid pace, the workshop is
designed to provide up-to-date
knowledge to help bridge the
gap between bus, paratransit,
and rail service planning.

Participants will learn how
improvements in information
technology have transformed
services, including route
deviation for ADA and the
general public. Also included

will be information on
market strategies, overcom-
ing institutional barriers, and
cost considerations.

Results of the Smart
Shuttle project in Los
Angeles and the FlexRoute
program in Gothenburg,
Sweden, will also be high-
lighted.

The workshop is designed
for transit and paratransit
managers, planners in the
field of public transportation,
social service agencies and
others interested parties.

The workshop will be held
at the Chicago Circle Center
on the UIC campus.

In an effort to provide
transit agencies with cost-
effective and innovative ways
to provide better service, the
UTC and NTI sponsored a
two-day workshop on solving
real problems by employing
Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS).

As the Advanced Public
Transportation Systems
(APTS) were being developed
at the federal level, transporta-
tion professionals  realized
their potential to improve
surface transportation more
than many of the existing
highway technologies. The
December program hosted 30
persons from various transit
and planning agencies who

learned how to apply APTS to
their transit agency.

The course provided a
framework to help agencies
handle the inherent institu-
tional and organizational
issues that come with consid-
ering technology deployment.

Issues discussed included a
broad scope of concerns facing
local agencies. Available
“mature” technologies
implementation and consider-
ation of “leading edge”
technologies were key topics.
Another concern included:
How to benefit in the same
way other agencies have and
how to convince directors to
use limited resources to
implement technology.

30 attend December ITS course

Lisa Gardner of the Lane Transit District detailed
the BRT success story in Eugene, Oregon.
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FACULTY NEWS

While the world is
wrapped up in the new

craze of surfing the Web, new
UTC Assistant Professor
Kazuya Kawamura prefers
surfing the old fashioned way
using a board, an ocean, and
his sense of balance.

Kazuya has his eyes on the
tumultuous waves of Lake
Michigan, but for now he is
conducting research at the UTC
and teaching in UIC’s College
of Urban Planning and Public
Affairs.

Currently, he is involved in
the study of the relationship
between transportation access
and business location choices in
the Chicago region. Also, with
METSI Director Joe DiJohn, he
is providing technical inputs to
the Business Leaders for
Transportation’s (BLT) effort to
assess economic impacts of
transportation infrastructure

investments.
As an extension to his

dissertation research, Kazuya is
applying computer intensive
statistical techniques to analyze
the relationship between truck
operator’s business characteris-
tics and value of time. In
coming months, he will also be
working on two METSI
supported projects that address
freight transportation problems
in the Chicago area.

At UIC, Kazuya teaches UPP
560: Transportation Planning I—
Introduction; UPP 503: Data
Analysis and Methods; UPP 562:
Transportation Planning III—
Laboratory  and UPP 584:Meth-
ods of Policy Analysis.

He joined the UTC in 1999
following completion of his
Ph.D. in Civil Engineering at
the University of California at
Berkeley. For his dissertation
work, Kazuya recently earned
the Council of University
Transportation Centers’
Charley Wootan Award for Best
Dissertation in Transportation
Planning and Policy.

Kazuya has surfed a
worldwide web of waves,
including oceans in Japan,
Mexico, Virginia, North
Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, and Califor-
nia. Kazuya and his wife Chiaki
reside in Oak Park.

Surfing  with Kazuya Kawamura

Professors present research across North AmericaProfessors present research across North AmericaProfessors present research across North AmericaProfessors present research across North AmericaProfessors present research across North America

Kazuya Kawamura

Four UTC professors and a research
assistant recently gave presentations on

various aspects of transportation research at
conferences in Chicago, Urbana-
Champaign, Peoria, Toronto and Washing-
ton, DC.

Professors Piyushimita Thakuriah
(Vonu) and Paul Metaxatos have presented
four of their studies at conferences since
November, 1999.

Thakuriah, an assistant professor and
associate director of the UTC, and
Metaxatos, a research assistant professor,
presented “Effects of Residential Location
and Transportation on Employment
Opportunities” at the 79th Annual Meetings
of the Transportation Research Board in
early January in Washington.

At the annual meetings, Thakuriah and
Metaxatos along with UTC director Siim
Sööt presented “Factors Contributing to
Growth in VMT.” Both studies have been
accepted for publication in Transportation
Research Record.

In November at the Annual North
American Meetings of the Regional Science
Association International in Montreal,
Thakuriah and Metaxatos presented their
research  “Framework for Intercity Travel
Demand Modeling in the United States.”

Thakuriah and Metaxatos presented “An
Assessment of Needs for Access to Jobs” at the
Annual Meetings of the American Collegiate
Schools of Planning in Chicago last Novem-
ber.

In addition, Thakuriah had two presenta-
tion in October: “Commercial Motor Vehicle
Safety Inspection System” at the Bi-Yearly
Meetings of the Midwest Commercial
Vehicles Committee at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and “Compari-
son of Interstate and Illinois Intrastate
Commercial Motor Vehicle Safety” at the
Illinois Transportation Engineers Conference
also in Urbana-Champaign.

Research Assistant Mark King pre-
sented the research he is doing with
Anthony Pagano and Metaxatos titled

“Computer-Aided Scheduling and Dis-
patching System: Impacts on Operation and
Coordination” at the Illinois Association
for Community Transportation--Illinois
Rural Transit Assistance Center Fall
Conference Panel Discussion on ITS--
Scheduling and Dispatching Software in
Peoria in October.

Joseph DiJohn, Research Professor and
Director of the Metropolitan Transportation
Support Initiative (METSI), presented
“Portable Changeable Message Signs in
Highway Work Zones: Impacts on Motor-
ists’ Behavior, Warrants and Criteria for
Deployment” at the Sixth World Congress
on Intelligent Transportation Systems in
Toronto in November, 1999. The research
is being completed with Sööt and
Metaxatos.

Sööt and DiJohn presented “Urban
Decentralization in the Chicago Metropoli-
tan Area” at the Association of Collegiate
Schools of Planning’s 41st Annual Confer-
ence held in Chicago in October.

Research
Assistant Juan
Ortega was
recently named
recipient of the
prestigious
George
Krambles
Transportation
Scholarship.

Ortega, a student in the
doctoral program, has been
working with the UTC on
research involving air quality
related to transportation conges-
tion in Mexico City. He has
maintained a straight A average
while pursuing his doctorate.

Dating back to 1982, the
Krambles Scholarships have
been awarded to more than 70
students interested in pursuing a
career in the transit industry.

Ortega
awarded
scholarship

Juan Ortega
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OTHER NEWS

Highlights of the February Advisory Board meeting

Vonu Thakuriah made a presentation on her ongoing
ersearch on motor carrier safety at the February 22
meeting of the UTC Advisory Board.

Richard Bacigalupo, Chair
of UTC Advisory Board,

welcomed two new members to
the Board at the February 22
meeting. Ronald Thomas,
Executive Director of NIPC,
and Thomas Walker, the newly
appointed Commissioner of the
Chicago Department of
Aviation, were in attendance as
Bacigalupo talked to the Board
about recent RTA activities,
including the RTA’s Regional
Coordination Study.

UTC Associate Director
Vonu Thakuriah made a
presentation on her ongoing
work on Motor Carrier Safety.
She highlighted the major
findings of this activity in UTC,
including the development of
various linked databases that
allows analysts to track the
safety history of commercial
motor vehicles as well as the

analysis that resulted from
such data linkages.

Among the various
findings were that Illinois
needs to increase the number
of Level 1 roadside inspec-
tions because that was shown
to have a positive impact on
future crash involvement of
trucks. The analysis also
showed that a much greater
percentage of trucks which
incurred large numbers of
roadside inspection violations
were likely to be involved in
future crashes.

Other areas of discussion
included: An update on the
search for a new UTC
director to take over upon the
retirement of Director Siim
Sööt in August; an update on
the National Welfare-to-Work
Center Grant; and an outline
of METSI”s quarterly report.
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As Director of the Bureau
of Transportation

Statistics (BTS), former UTC
Director Ashish Sen has made
it his top priority to improve
the safety of the nation’s
transportation systems.

To that end, he developed a
series of workshops entitled
“Safety in Numbers” which
brought experts from the
various modes of transporta-
tion throughout the U.S. to
begin a dialogue to lay a
foundation of improved
information.

With this input from
stakeholders, the BTS is
planning an Intermodal Safety
Data Conference later in the
year which will provide a
blueprint for improving
transportation safety through
the development and dissemi-
nation of quality, timely,
accurate and meaningful

information.
As BTS director, Sen is

responsible for directing data
collection, analysis and
reporting to
ensure the
most cost-
effective use
of transporta-
tion resources.

Specific
duties include
publishing a
comprehen-
sive set of
transportation
statistics that
provide
summaries of
transportation
data and
working with
DOT modal administrators as
well as state and federal
officials to establish and
implement long-term trans-

Safety becomes top priority of former UTC Director Sen

BTS Director
Ashish Sen

portation data collection
programs relating to the
performance of the national
transportation system.

Sen also is in
charge of issuing
guidelines for the
collection of
information by the
Department of
Transportation to
ensure reliability
and accuracy.

Appointed by
President Clinton,
Sen was sworn in
as BTS Director
in November 1998
after serving two
years as the
Director of the
UTC.

During his two years as
UTC head, Sen broadened the
scope of the UTC’s mission by
taking it to the verge of

becoming a national center for
transportation studies.

Sen played a major role in
the UTC’s Welfare-to-Work
project that looked at where
jobs were in comparison to
welfare recipients and
examined the mismatch in
transportation service between
the two.

He also laid the ground-
work for the recently launched
Metropolitan Transportation
Support Initiative (METSI),
and also worked with the
Advisory Board to alter the
Master of Urban Planning and
Policy program in terms of
generating new courses in
urban transportation to meets
the needs of the industry.

A native of Delhi, India,
Sen received his M.A. in
mathematics and his Ph.D. in
statistics from the University
of Toronto.

The Urban Transportation Center continues to grow and expand, thanks to the support and
commitment of faculty, staff, corporate friends, urban planning alumni and friends. Their continued
generosity helps UTC address a wide range of center needs. With tight University budgets always a
concern, UTC must rely on external support to enhance and expand activities and research programs,
while also maintaining the basic necessities for everyday operations.

Please consider including the Urban Transportation Center among your “giving priorities” this year.
Join the ranks of UTC supporters by sending your gift today. Gifts to UTC, which are tax deductible,
should be made out to the University of Illinois Foundation, and mailed to:

Joan Vaughan
College of Urban Planning and Public Affairs MC 348
412 S. Peoria, Suite 115
Chicago, IL  60607

Please include a note indicating your wish to direct your gift to the Urban Transportation Center.
Contact Joan Vaughan at 312-996-2161 with any questions or concerns that you may have.

Supporting Success
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Urban Transportation Center (MC 357)
412 South Peoria Street, Suite 340
Chicago, Illinois  60607-7036

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Conference to Celebrate Walkable and
Bikeable Communities

May 17-19

Designed to enlighten and educate those interested
in bicycle and pedestrian issues, particularly
government officials, municipal staff, and advocates.

For more information contact Denise Lea at at
312.793.0428

Location: University of Illinois at Chicago campus.

April 10-11

Sponsored by the National Transportation Institute
and UTC. The purpose of this course is to transfer
the latest knowledge on the possibilities for better
coordinating and combining services resulting from
rapidly improving Information Technologies (IT).
The course is intended to enhance cooperation
between professional staff with traditionally separate
responsibilities.

For more information
contact Joe DiJohn 312.996.1458

Location: Chicago Circle Center on the University of
Illinois at Chicago campus.

Soles and Spokes 2000Reinventing Transit
Planning Information-Based Transit
Services Workshop


